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Key Questions
What is AI?
How does it work?
Why is it so important?
Is U.S. lead in technology threatened?
What role should U.S. play?

The real question is not whether machines think but whether men
do. The mystery which surrounds a thinking machine already
surrounds a thinking man.- BF Skinner, American Behaviorist (1904-1990)

What is Artificial Intelligence?
Getting machines to think
◼

◼

◼

Smart machines capable of performing tasks that typically
require human intelligence
"Weak AI" - operates within a limited context by performing a
single task extremely well but operating under far more
limitations than most basic human intelligence.
"Strong AI“- a machine with general intelligence that can solve
any problem – The Holy Grail.
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How does AI work?

◼

◼

Feed computer masses of data which uses statistical techniques
such as correlation to help it "learn" to predict better
CAVEATS:
◼ Garbage In, Garbage Out
◼ Correlation does not imply causation (e.g., Highest correlation with
stock market was price of cheese in India) Need a theory to specify causation 3

What’s so special about AI?

Opinion is that exercise of the
human will which help us to
make a decision without
information. ” John Ersidne,
American author and
educator,(1879-1961)
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AI in chicken
plant, grocery
store & purse
The world's first virtual shopping center opened in Korea.
All the products are just LCD screens that allow you to order the items
by touching the screen.
When you get to the counter, your items are already bagged and ready
to go.
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AI: solution to slowed American
productivity growth?
“Gordon challenges the view that economic growth can or
will continue unabated, and he demonstrates that the lifealtering scale of innovations between 1870 and 1970 can’t be
repeated. He contends that the nation’s productivity growth,
which has already slowed to a crawl, will be further held
back by the vexing headwinds of rising inequality, stagnating
education, and an aging population, and a rising debt of
college students and the federal government. Gordon warns
that the younger generation may be the first in American
history that fails to exceed their parents’ standard of living,
and that rather than depend on the great advances of the
past, we must find new solutions to overcome the challenges
facing us.”
Source: Robert J Gordon, The rise and fall of American growth, Princeton, 2016, dust jacket
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AI - most important technology
ever invented
◼

◼

◼

AI could usher in a new renaissance of discovery, acting
as a multiplier for human ingenuity, opening up entirely
new areas of inquiry and spurring humanity to realize its
full potential. …
AI systems are capable of learning on their own from first
principles. They can uncover patterns and structures that
are difficult for humans to deduce unaided, opening up
new and innovative approaches. …
… I believe [AI] is going to be the most important
technology ever invented. … AI will advance the frontiers
of knowledge and unlock whole new avenues of scientific
discovery, improving the lives of billions of people.

Source: Demis Hassabis, “Artificial intelligence could accelerate research”, co-founder and CEO, DeepMind,
Economist, 2020 visions
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AI has been described as a “global
public good”
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Technology advance has reordered the
Corporate World
1999 vs. 2019 Stock Market Cap of World’s Largest
Companies

All Out
2019 but
Microsoft

All new
but 3
are
high
tech
Chinese tech
https://www.visualcapitalist.com/a-visual-history-of-the-largest-companies-by-market-cap-1999-today/
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AI Peril – the China juggernaut?
◼

◼

◼

◼

In early days of AI, U.S. Corps. like Apple , Google, Amazon
and Microsoft became global leaders
While they remain formidable, today most prominent
companies in areas of speech synthesis, computer vision, and
machine translation are all Chinese and with their aggressive
entrepreneurship and government support, are on parity or
passing U.S.
Plus, Chinese consumers are more comfortable with AI,
allowing Chinese companies, with access to over a billion
people, to gather much more data on consumers, businesses
and society, outdistancing U.S. AI
Both blue-collar and white-collar jobs to be replaced by
technology has enormous implications for world order
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U.S. companies still lead, but China venture
capital is catching up wireless users triple U.S.

Chinese

China’s 3x
Users

Chinese
catching up

https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2019-us-china-who-is-winning-the-tech-war/
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Bad News: AI Strengthens
Autocracy
◼

◼

◼

◼

In early 2000s of Arab Spring it was believed Internet and
cell phone would empower citizens, but this wishful vision
proved naive. Instead, new technologies afforded rulers
fresh methods for preserving power.
China uses AI-powered surveillance - high-resolution
cameras, facial recognition, and big-data processing to
monitor citizens and identify dissidents.
China collects massive data from tax returns, bank
statements, criminal and medical records and uses AI to
compile “social credit scores”
Scores identify “untrustworthy” and exclude from benefits
or favor with perks.

Source: The Digital Dictators - How Technology Strengthens Autocracy, By Andrea Kendall-Taylor, Erica
Frantz, and Joseph Wright, Foreign Affairs, February 6, 2020
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U.S. says Huawei covertly
accesses mobile phone networks

◼

◼

◼

◼

U.S. says has “smoking gun” evidence that Huawei
equipment poses a spying risk - can covertly access mobile
phone networks through “backdoors”
Huawei - world’s biggest telecommunications
manufacturer and a leader in 5G
U.S. believes Huawei could be coerced by China into using
its equipment to spy or disrupt networks
U.S. has charged Huawei for racketeering and conspiracy
to steal trade secrets and involvement in sanctioned
countries Iran and North Korea

Sources: “U.S. says Huawei can secretly tap networks,” Wall Street Journal, Feb 12, 2020, and “China’s
Huawei Charged With Racketeering, Stealing Trade Secrets,” Wall Street Journal, Feb 13, 2020
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Thorny U.S. Policy AI Issues

◼
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

Keeping ahead of China who is closing the gap
Predatory practices of large AI companies such as Amazon,
Google and Facebook
AI, essential for national security and military technology, poses
issue cooperating with China or Russia
Proper use of 2018 “Foreign Investment Risk Review
Modernization Act” of blocking foreign investments on national
security grounds
Immigration rules that might block AI talent
Balancing regulation of content, freedom of speech, and
innovation
Requiring social media to take down hate speech and
14
disinformation

Risk of AI Job
Replacement
◼

Physical Labor
◼

◼

◼

Cognitive labor
◼

◼

◼

Greatest risk: low dexterity,
highly structured (dishwasher)
Lowest risk: Unstructured,
highly social (social worker)
Greatest risk: Low creative, a
social (translator)
Lower risk : Creative, highly
social (home-care nurse)

% US jobs automated next 2
decades?
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

47% - Oxford
9% - OECD
38% PwC
46% - McKinsey
40-50% Kai-Fu Lee

Source: Kai-Fu Lee, AI Super-Powers, 2018, Chapter 6
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Future of AI depends on designing computers that
can think and explore as resourcefully as babies do
But we are still very
far from approaching
that level of
intelligence in
machines. That’s OK,
because we don’t
really want AIs to
replicate human
intelligence; what we
want is an AI that can
help make us even
smarter.
Source: The Ultimate Learning Machines – WSJ, 10/12/2019
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U.S. AI challenge: balancing
security, privacy & human rights

◼

◼

◼

China has detained a million Uighurs in “re-education”
neighborhoods surrounded by gates equipped with facial
recognition software that determines who may pass, who
may not, and who will be detained on sight
In digital age, dictators don’t need immense manpower to
surveil their citizens, instead, they can purchase new
technologies from China, have a small group use them
U.S. lead AI consistent with democratic values, mitigate
negative effects of surveillance technology, and strike
balance between security, privacy and human rights

Source: The Digital Dictators - How Technology Strengthens Autocracy, By Andrea Kendall-Taylor, Erica
Frantz, and Joseph Wright, Foreign Affairs, February 6, 2020
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#8. AI: boom to all or autocrats?
Summary and Conclusions
◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

AI hailed as “new electricity” - a general technology that
multiplies productivity and welfare
But also potential disruptive side effects: displacing 4050% workers and strengthen digital dictators
U.S. may now lead AI, but China rising fast & closing gap
China both threat (AI weapons) or opportunity (better AI)
U.S.’s most important role may be advancing AI
technology’s benefit to democracies rather than enabling
digital dictators
AI still in infancy, but potential to benefit all mankind,
provided it is used for good and not for evil
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Artificial Intelligence and Data
◼

◼

◼

◼

Policymakers in many countries are developing plans
and funding research in AI
Global growth is slowing; policymakers hope that AI
will provide a magic solution
EU, Brazil, and other Western countries have adopted
regulations that grant users greater control over their
data and require firms be transparent about how they
use AI
Will U.S. follow suit?

Notes on topic #8, “America’s uneven approach to AI and its consequences,” Great Decisions 2020
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Can AI solve wicked problems?
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

Some problems so complex are called “wicked problems” requiring innovative, cost-effective and global solutions
Many hope AI will help solve complex problems such as
protecting and enhancing the world’s oceans
AI can be described as a “global public good” - with benefits
and or cost that potentially extend to all countries people and
generations
AI is far from perfect and it will meet its potential as a public
good if researchers from around the world compete to develop
and improve it
This will require policies to stimulate research on AI
But most countries are in very early stages of effective AI policy

Notes on topic #8, “America’s uneven approach to AI and its consequences,” Great Decisions 2020
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AI is more like electricity than a gadget
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Countries do not yet agree but most in West call for ethical,
internationally shared, and accepted AI systems
But there’s a difference as to what extent they take a global
perspective or a national perspective such as India which states
that India should be the prime beneficiary of data of Indians
AI is a general-purpose technology-one that contribute to
productivity and economic growth in many other sectors-”more
like electricity than a gadget a widget or a weapon system”
General-purpose technologies tend to yield economic and social
turbulence as society adopts to their effects
AI is an essential component of certain military weapons such
as drones and robotics, for security reasons it’s many advocate
U.S. maintain a competitive edge

Notes on topic #8, “America’s uneven approach to AI and its consequences,” Great Decisions 2020
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Definitions and consequences
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

AI is a broad term to describe computer systems that can sense
their environment, think, learn, and act in ways that humans do
Examples: digital assistants such as Apple’s Siri, machine
learning applications such as Waze and forecast where potholes
will form in city streets
Effective AI requires high-quality up-to-date complete and
correct data: AI can’t distinguish between reliable and
unreliable data- Garbage in, Garbage out
AI is data-driven-and this creates asymmetry because only
certain firms such as Google or Amazon have access to such
massive data
As AI companies sell their products, they generate new data
which can be further resold

Notes on topic #8, “America’s uneven approach to AI and its consequences,” Great Decisions 2020
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U.S. in the AI lead but China is closing
the gap
◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

U.S. has a lead in many areas - of 30 largest Internet
companies, U.S. has 18, China 6 and EU none
AI systems could make major mistakes with significant
social consequences- thus, governance is so important
America has 2,000 AI companies
But China is rapidly closing the gap
China is using government funds to subsidize AI
companies and outright theft to bolster its situation

Notes on topic #8, “America’s uneven approach to AI and its consequences,” Great Decisions 2020
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Trump administration plans
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

Trump expanded AI initiative and making it a priority-but
criticized for focusing too much on business needs and ignoring
broader research potential
U.S. has joined with 41 countries of OECD for building
trustworthy artificial intelligence
U.S. has increased taxpayer funding for AI research and the
National Science Foundation (NSF) is working on AI
Challenge is both competition and cooperation
Concern about predatory practices of large AI companies such
as Amazon, Google and Facebook
There’s a question about patentability-generally, abstract ideas,
laws of nature, and natural phenomena can’t be patented

Notes on topic #8, “America’s uneven approach to AI and its consequences,” Great Decisions 2020
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AI: privacy, national security, and trade

◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

Trade policies have included language on digital economy
Lots of data are required to make AI effective
This raises issue of protection of personal information
AI is essential for national security and military technology
- and poses issue cooperating with China or Russia
U.S. legislation in 2018 “Foreign Investment Risk Review
Modernization Act” - power of government to block foreign
investments on national security grounds
This can limit the sale and exchange of AI technology and
reduce research investments

Notes on topic #8, “America’s uneven approach to AI and its consequences,” Great Decisions 2020
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AI: foreign talent, disinformation and
accountability
◼

◼

◼

◼

Another challenge is restricting immigration and AI talent
pool- foreign students attending U.S. universities has been
declining in recent years
And administration is tightening down on involvement of
foreign contracts and students in federally supported
research
There’s also the issue of alienating allies by not addressing
disinformation and hate speech which AI and social media
play a major role in perpetuating
The question is: should the firms be held accountable for
what users place on their platforms?

Notes on topic #8, “America’s uneven approach to AI and its consequences,” Great Decisions 2020
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The challenge of controlling content
and protecting personal data
◼

◼

◼

Controlling content is difficult - U.S. has not taken
steps to punish companies that carry such content
Regulation of personal and public data is essential, so
people feel safe when utilizing AI services, but U.S.
does not have any protection law although some
states do have
In summary, U.S. has proposed a comprehensive AI
strategy, but it is also acting in ways that undermine
AI as a global public good

Notes on topic #8, “America’s uneven approach to AI and its consequences,” Great Decisions 2020
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EU requires social media to take down
hate speech and disinformation
◼

◼

◼

Like U.S., EU has put forward a detailed plan for
ethical AI which means “trustworthy and humancentric AI”-but both continue to struggle to regulate
AI and data effectively
EU has challenged practices of large firms such as
Facebook, Google and Amazon and levied heavy fines
against uncompetitive business practices
To reduce disinformation and hate speech, European
Court of Justice rules would require Facebook and
other social media platforms to take down hate
speech and disinformation

Notes on topic #8, “America’s uneven approach to AI and its consequences,” Great Decisions 2020
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Balancing regulation of content, freedom
of speech, and innovation
◼

◼

◼

But this raises difficult freedom of speech
issues
It’s a difficult area, because efforts to prevent
disinformation may also give firms power to
regulate content that governments should want
maintained
As in U.S., the EU struggles to balance
regulation with the need for innovation

Notes on topic #8, “America’s uneven approach to AI and its consequences,” Great Decisions 2020
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Findings and recommendations
◼

◼

AI has great potential - could make economies more
efficient and government more effective
Basic recommendations:
◼

◼

◼

◼

Limit restrictions on AI research and collaboration except
where threatens national security
Demand greater transparency from firms as to how they use
the data
Cooperate with other countries to develop plans for
regulation and exchange of data

For AI to reach its potential, U.S. should help others
use technology to address world’s toughest problems

Notes on topic #8, “America’s uneven approach to AI and its consequences,” Great Decisions 2020
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Artificial intelligence: the global
race for the new frontier
◼

◼
◼

◼

AI is transforming economies and societies around the
world
But there are both possibilities and dangers of AI
There’s mounting technological competition between
China and U.S.
How can international community best manage the
coming wave of digital innovation?

Notes on Video #8, “Artificial Intelligence,” Great Decisions 2020
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New technology is transforming
the world, but also fueling rivalries
◼

◼

◼

◼

New technology is transforming the world, but it is
also fueling national rivalries, displacing workers, and
expanding rivals
What can international community do now for the
coming digital age
Computer science can create programs that have
learning on their own capability
Data is a fuel for artificial intelligence just like gasoline
is for the car

Notes on Video #8, “Artificial Intelligence,” Great Decisions 2020
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What is AI?
◼

◼

◼

◼

Define AI as technologies that rely on data, can find
patterns, and then can make predictions
Every day, millions of decisions are made based upon
our likes and dislikes from data using AI
Need sufficient volumes of training data - but over the
past three years we’ve digitized data and collected
mountains of it
Already we were living in an AI world of:
◼

Voice recognition, diagnosis of diseases autonomous
vehicles robots, language translations, recommendations,
identifications of pedestrian crossings, etc.

Notes on Video #8, “Artificial Intelligence,” Great Decisions 2020
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“Whoever controls the data controls the
future” - Mark Zuckerberg of Facebook
◼

◼

◼

As uses of AI expand, workers are nervous about
impact on their jobs
Some argue that it is not necessarily eliminating jobs,
rather it is often diminishing the value of work
Robots can be used in manufacturing - will hit some
countries especially hard that are heavily engaged in
manufacturing

Notes on Video #8, “Artificial Intelligence,” Great Decisions 2020
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U.S. and China are at the forefront of AI
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

China tends to provide stronger AI support than U.S.
Chinese plan to dominate U.S. in AI industries
AI is seen as a new battleground and strategic
industry for the U.S. which could be threatened
China is investing heavily in AI- plans call for $7 billion
to support AI over next decade
There could be significant global consequences of AI
which would affect future of humanity - depending
upon the rules and how AI is used

Notes on Video #8, “Artificial Intelligence,” Great Decisions 2020
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How to keep pace with the Chinese in
AI?
◼
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

U.S. worried not at cutting edge of AI anymore
China is establishing rules under which this technology will
be used
How can American companies keep pace with Chinese
companies that are backed by government support?
An example is the Huawei model
U.S. needs to have an industrial policy-where government
and industry work together to develop new technologies
We still have myth that companies are developed in
somebody’s garage or dorm room that eventually develop
into a Google or Microsoft

Notes on Video #8, “Artificial Intelligence,” Great Decisions 2020
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Need to make investments in advanced AI
research and education
◼

◼
◼

◼

But this misses the fact that since WW II, government
has funded technology research and education
This investment has spurred much of our development
AI needs more sophisticated advanced technological
research
We need to make investments if we want to stay at
cutting edge of AI

Notes on Video #8, “Artificial Intelligence,” Great Decisions 2020
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Ethical considerations-China’s
social credit system
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

Some argue that if we worry too much about ethics of
AI, we’ll fall behind China which doesn’t have such
concerns
We need to consider issues between U.S. and China
and the future of global situation
China is developing a “social credit system” and have
been using it to track about 2.6 million people
This system categorizes people on a on a scale
Can use an algorithm to identify faces rather than
have people set and watch camera monitors

Notes on Video #8, “Artificial Intelligence,” Great Decisions 2020
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AI might enable autocracy
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

AI might enable autocracy rather than challenge it
Exports of AI technology might enhance power of
authoritarian regimes
China is interested in selling AI technology and has
less interest in how it is being used
These technologies can tip the balance-the
surveillance systems can be used beneficially or for
violation of privacy
AI technologies can be used to control population

Notes on Video #8, “Artificial Intelligence,” Great Decisions 2020
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Are our fears of AI over-blown?
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Some argue that fears of China exports are overblown
China does not have a monopoly on surveillance systems
Surveillance systems are all over the world already it’s a very
mundane technology
Most sold by commercial entities not by governments
But are being used in China in a repressive way and will also
likely be used abroad in that way
Zimbabwe bought facial recognition technology from China and
used it for repression
China gave Zimbabwe a special discount because Zimbabwe
agreed to share their data with China
A lot of countries lack the ability to regulate AI effectively

Notes on Video #8, “Artificial Intelligence,” Great Decisions 2020
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Need to update global trade rules and
policies for the digital age
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

China has created an almost insatiable data demand for data
U.S. needs a foreign policy strategy to enable the U.S. to
connect with other like-minded foreign nations so we can
generate more data as China has nearly 4 times the population
of the U.S.
Global trade rules were developed when the Internet was in its
infancy and don’t apply well to AI
WTO never mentions data-but the modern economy relies on
the free flow of data
And the WTO does not enforce those regulations that do exist
It may be illegal for China to block Facebook or Google, but no
one is enforcing the rules

Notes on Video #8, “Artificial Intelligence,” Great Decisions 2020
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Existing trade rules don’t adequately
deal with digital technologies
◼

◼

◼

Both Obama and Trump attempted to include in trade rules
considerations about technology
Digital trade is a new issue –it was in the TPP and in the new
NAFTA
We need to make sure we are pursuing domestic policies do
not block the flow of data

Notes on Video #8, “Artificial Intelligence,” Great Decisions 2020
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Protecting user privacy: how to strike
the balance?
◼

◼

◼

◼

EU has led the way in formulating regulations to protect user
privacy –Global Data Protection Regulations (GDPR)
We need to protect consumer privacy and their rights of
consumers online
The challenges of AI are making the trade-off between the
tighter the privacy and the quality of the data
Some argue that that would be okay to protect privacy – this
might refocus AI away from human manipulation, behavioral
control and marketing to more fundamental issues

Notes on Video #8, “Artificial Intelligence,” Great Decisions 2020
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Lack of understanding of AI of voters
and legislators
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

General population & legislators do not have sufficient
understanding of AI
Experts deeply divided over how much to regulate the
technologies
Concern is that regulation will constrain innovations
Fundamentally artificial in intelligence empowers
computers to make decisions that humans previously
made
The question is what decisions do we want the
machines to make

Notes on Video #8, “Artificial Intelligence,” Great Decisions 2020
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Formulating principles for responsible
use of AI
◼

◼

◼

OECD has put forward principles for those responsible
use of AI
Countries should use ethical business practices, but it
will probably need some way to enforce
Experts are divided as to the degree of control, but
many would say self-regulation is not sufficient

Notes on Video #8, “Artificial Intelligence,” Great Decisions 2020
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What decisions do we want
machines to make?
◼

◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

Fundamentally AI empowers computers to make decisions
that humans previously made
Question: what decisions do we want machines to make?
For example, in a self-driving car should AI in a pending
accident steer car to save driver or other person?
Thus companies need a clear set of rules and oversight
Because new technology can so easily cross-national
borders, it’s important to have international agreements
World leaders once came together to regulate nuclear
technology, will they come together to regulate AI?

Notes on Video #8, “Artificial Intelligence,” Great Decisions 2020
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Appendix of Supplemental Information

In Second Machine Age, computers are doing for mental
power what first machine age did for muscle power

Now comes the second machine age. Computers
and other digital advances are doing for mental
power what steam engine and its descendants
did for muscle power. They’re allowing us to
blow past previous limitations and taking us into
new territory. How exactly this transition will play
out remains unknown, but whether or not the
new machine age bends the curve as
dramatically as Watt’s steam engine, it is a very
big deal indeed.
Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee, The Second Machine Age
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Appendix of Supplemental Information

AI Superpowers US and China should both embrace
the great responsibilities that come with AI
technological power

In AI Superpowers, Lee argues powerfully that because of the
unprecedented developments in AI, dramatic changes will be
happening much sooner than many of us expected. Indeed, as the
US-China AI competition begins to heat up, Lee urges the US and
China to both accept and to embrace the great responsibilities that
come with significant technological power.
Most experts already say that AI will have a devastating impact on
blue-collar jobs. But Lee predicts that Chinese and American AI will
have a strong impact on white-collar jobs as well. … But he
provides a clear description of which jobs will be affected and how
soon, which jobs can be enhanced with AI, and most importantly,
how we can provide solutions to some of the most profound changes
in human history that are coming soon. Source: Kai-Fu Lee, AI SuperPowers, dust jacket
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